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GREEK MYTHOLOGICAL A 
Charles N, Clark, French 

CHRISTIAN IMAGERY IN PROUST 

of Manitoba 

One of the most characteristic features of the 

compar
but necessary; and 

illustrate the relation between these 
devices and other aspects of the novel: its structure and thematic con-

tent. 

Due to the 

reason. " With this evolution in 
Reality, or the observa tion and 
dividual (static) images; the 
ing personality of the narrator, 
imagery. I shall first 
the implications of their 

the novel, the 

form, has 
he states 

to state a fmt principle. 
external fact, is expressed by in

as well as the chang
in the dynamism of the 

of individua 1 images, and then 

Greek Christian traditional allusions are the 
called Proust's "phylogenetic" imagery, 

serving to illustrate the so-caned "racial" characteristics in in-
dividuals. Proust is here influenced by G~rard de Nerval in the use 
of dream-sequences as a means to "remonter Ie couts des ~ges, .. and the desire 
to recapture lost time includes not but also historic time. Proust, 
however, differs from Nerval in that the intuitive and imaginative impulses of 
his narrator towards a spiritual union with the past are implemented on a more 
rational plane by his pseudo-scientific studies of heredity and ata-
vism. 

Both Christian and Greek mythological allusions are used to 
express the antiquity of various personages of A la Recherche, each of whom is 

exemplaty of an entire "race. " Referring parti~uiary to the innumerable com-
lJ"'Jl!~\)ll~ between and Gothic Art, Ramon Fernandez in his study of Proust 
generalizes as follows (p. 134): 

FranGoise steps down from a niche, and Mme de Guerrnantes 
fron? a stai.ned-glass window, because both represent the per
sistent force of the past. 
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;;;..;;;..;..;..;;;,.;;. Guermantes that thb type of is most 
to there is a willful combination and con-

fusion of the Greek and Christian motifs. 

served in any 
ferent passages from 
different sta tes of mind of the nana tor. 

... that race, so individual in the world that it has lost 
itself, and where it remains isolated in its ornitholo-

, for it seems to have sprung, in the ages of 
from the union of a and a bird 

Much 1a ter, when Proust's narrator has lost 
he will a second 

the fabulous in the sixteenth century the 

good-will of and W"""""'.U"''''jo; 
race, which is ancient without doubt, but not to the 

to that 
that 

maintained when they gave it for origin the Hl)ISl:,~nt::lU3 
fecundation of a nymph a divine bird 
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In this second passage so to an earlier of 
own, condemned it as From a different of view, it 

said that we are shown the of the narrator's mind from 
for he has corrected himself com-

of the Guermantes 

THE WHITE BULL MANUSCRIPT 

James H. Howard, 
of North Dakota 

of and 

me. But when I rushed him, he threw his rifle at me without 
it. We each other and wrestled there in the 

and smoke. It was like in a This soldier was 
and brave. He tried to wrench my rifle from me. I lashed 
the face with my the coup. He let go, then 1'.ZGW,"",,, 

my gun with both hands until I struck him 

But the tall soldier fought hard. He was 
with his fists on the jaw and shoulders, then 
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my face close and tried to bite my Dose oft. 
for come over mel'I 

that soldier would kill me. 

Bear Lice and Crow heard me call and came 
These friends tried to hit the soldier. But we were around, 
back and so that most of their blows hit me. knocked me 

I as loud as I could to scare my enemy, but he would 
I broke free. 

article Vestal refers to a in 
~;;,;;;;.;;;;,.;;,;;;..;:;;;.;;;,;,;;,;;~ 

, the Ioea tion of which he 
is the opinion of this writer that the 

one refetred to Vestal. In this 
the between White Bunand 

of Custer, a number of 
questions may be raised. 
did not White 
answers this as follows: 

of these, is Vestal 
of Custer earlier. In his artieleVestal 

957, p. 

towards White Bull his white 
these facts while the Chief and 

Another queSTion which might be raised is how White Bull was 
able to Custer, a man he had never seen, in the dust and wrmon of 
the battle field. It appears that White Bul] not know his man at 
the time, but that later his relative, Bad who had been around Fort 
A braham Lincoln and knew Custer identified the 
p. 

A 11 of this. of course, still does not prove that White Bun was 
the slayer of Custer. It is still the wo:rd of one old Indian man, supported 
his biographer. Stanley Vestal. Nevertheless it should be out that the 

discovered White Bull confirms 
American account in every respect. The 

"h·ui,.",.I" the work of the same man as the one who pre
Details of mess, down to minor details such 

as White Bull's war charm or wotawe match -
Someone did the deed and it would appear that Chief 

White Bun is our most likely candidate. 
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THE STRUCTURE TRANSMISSION OF ORAL POETRY 
C. Meredith Jones. Head of French of Manitoba 

existence an ULlIJU'>l.l.il! 

have known of the 
of heroic poetry tha t flourished and 

and 

the r11i.ter-

song? 

modern Canadian interest also. 
oral life in Central 

magne, 
occurred in the Pass of Roncevaux 
find a French Ms that in 40 04 
this based incident. That the 
at this date and for the first time by some-p-o";e"'t-~";;"'';'";''' 
certain. For we know in 1066 for instance, a 

of though not the one we was sung to the troops the 
And there are many other like clues available to prove that 

before.our first written text. the story had wide currency and great 
Wha t then is the link 1 

theories were evo1ved to the 300 years of silence. 

En 515 TW3"" 
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A good many of them stemmed from the Grimm explanation which made of 
Homer a knitting together of many separate short poems. Scholars SUj:lpo,sea 

that these Songs which appeared i.n vast numbers and for the first time in the 
12th century were likewise elaborations and of short poems, 
known as some event as it occurred. A 
mass of texts has come down to US; unfortunately not a 
canti.1ena seems to have survived. Other explanations mostly founder on the 
same 10st poems, lost hi -lingua 1 Franco-German bOITow-

lost imitations of Homer and Virgil. lost P",~""'Tm 

~P~'''~''T .. n all of them Ilnd 

century; as poems. 
routes of the Middle Ages whose sanctuaries had 
heroes and them with venerable relics. were written in the 
actmil MSS we now and had something to do with 
to the shrines where heroic relics were The theory, 

as it is, is vulnerable on many 

Perhaps the reason why none of the standard 
to the of and survival is that 

accept the songs of geste as belonging to a Since 
we have no texts, it was easy to assume are lost to us. But it 
is a whose was not noticed. with the exception of iii 
very few saints' lives. we written texts at all composed in French and 
thousands written Latin. just did not write in French before a certain 
time. just as before the time of Homer no one wrote because writing began 
only in the 8th century B, C. The tradition win give no answer because 
these songs belonged and still of which 
can still be studied ~ lengthy heroic poems have been 
transmitted orally for centuries in parts of Central and Eastern Europe. Russia, 
the Baltic countries, India. Spain and perhaps even Quebec. There orclfe:ssicma 
but illiterate singers. wit.hom haVing memorised or being prompted. unable to 
read. work within a formulaic tradition of astonishing homogeneity that enables 
them to recite after one hearing only a song of prodigious length. 

From the 1930' s on. Harvard scholars Milman Parry. Lord and 
Notopoulos collected. transcribed and studied modern heroic songs in these 
countries. They discovered that a singer could not only repeat after one hear
ing only, but could repeat textually the same song at 40 years interval. with 
little variation except as to length. These singers. with rests. can sing for 
days at a time. They follow a tradition they have learned and which the 
audiences expect to find. It is a two fold formulaic pattern. A pattern of 
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traditional themes, said to number around 30, that are used in the songs of 
every country at almost every of historical time. The other is a pattern 
of formulae; the trained from has an endless number of 

sentences and assonances from which he can rebuild any 
poem as as he knows t.he sequence of themes it contains. He can use it to 

create a new poem or to repeat an old one. He does need to memorise; he 
needs to know the sequence of events. He breaks these down to fit the 

traditional themes and tells them in the formulae metre the 
ri.me. 

still cir-

culate ever 
transcribed t.1:tem and, that 

formulae. 

that we have, there still exists abundant 
evidence of the structure of even the heroic 
poems. When Homer wishes show how a guest is washed and fed (a formulaic 
theme). he has a standard set of g Hnes to do it with; in the he repeats 
this set 6 times. When a French is to be armed, the his 
patterns that vary only with the metre and the assonance. paper gave a 
large number of examples to document these observations with detail. 

If then we accept, as we must to some degree, the idea that 
heroic poetry belongs to an oral tradition, that it works in formula patterns, 
we can understand much that has puzzled us. Variations in MS traditions win 
merely represent the reflection of varying and competing oral traditions, each 
using the preferted formulae of some professional singer. The dullness and 
monotony of poems is understandable; they are mass and assembly-line pro
duced. Greater or lesser length of versions is expla fned by time limits or desire 
for decoration. Errors are just forgetfulness due to the method of short sessions 
at 24-hour intervals. The 1ack of imagination, of originality, the recurrence 
of themes, the repetition of phrases: these are the trade marks of the profession
al oral singer. Yugoslav poets of today use the same ones as did Homer and the 
jongleurs. Just as these modem singers will state tha t, after one hearing, they 
are so wen trained that they will reproduce exactly a whole poem, so the 
medieval singers sang, reproduced and transmitted oral songs until such time as 
they were written down in French. Then they began a new career, thb time a 

one. 

Oral transmission win not 
that for 



ASSINIDOINE MORPHOLOGY 
Dr. Norman Balfour Levin, American of Cameroun 

L\lTRODUCTION 

The Assiniboine are an Indian tribe of the Great Plains 
who the of North Dakota, Montana, Manitoba, 
and Saskatchewan. Members of the tribe are now found not in their 

where are known as 
ssiniboine Is estimated at 

a member of 

A ssiniboine in Fort 
contributions. No detailed Assiniboine grammar has been !.JUUH.~W"U. 

My own field work was done in 
Se:Dtecmt)er 1959. a few weeks in and November 1 

informants were: Mr. Dan Blacktail (now Mrs. Henry Blacktail, 
and Mr. Charlie Track, all of Fort Peck, Montana. 

INFLECTION OF NOUN THEMES 

1.0 In Assiniboine, there are two nominal themes: absolute and additive. 
1.1 The absolute is of alone: nape "hand", ha "skin". 
1. 2 The additive is and affixal: 

wicanape "human hand", taha "deerskin". 
2.0 The inflectional categories of all nouns are gender, number and person. 
3.0 noun theme to either animate or inanimate gender. 
4.0 Nouns designating persons, anima Is and certain classes of fruit belong 

to the anima te gender. 
4- 1 Persons: hoksi "boy", koska "girl", wicasa "man", 

wiya "woman". 
4- 2 Animals: sukataka "horse", ptewana "cow", ptemnaka "bull", 

suka "dog". 
4.:3 Fruit: spasiyutapi "watermelon", taspataka "apples". 
4.4 Diminutives of animates are also animates and are formed by 

adding na to the noun: hoksina "little boy". wicaxcana "little 
old man", koskana "little girT'. 

1 

I 

4.5 Inanimate, may become ani.mate 
"The stars sa y rba t .... 

5.0 Noun classes are 
numbers. 
5. 1 Tbe suffix pi is added to the OUJ.;(U!<U 

the animate noun to form the 
affixed to 

5· 

5- The inclusive is formed the 
wincasa "We _ . I) are men, " 

6.0 A s in there are persons 
form: first, second and third. 

7. A ssiJliboine noun themes have three case forms: 

8,0 

and 
7, 1 These are determined the of the 
sentence (see 
7.2 There is a form for the locative and another 
address. 

nouns 

7.3 the comes first, the second, 
the verb last: ne wicasta ne paha "The man owns the hat. " 
Possessed noun themes are formed by placing two nouns in se
quence with the possessive noun following the object oo:,:;",:ss~u: 
wapa wicasta "the man's hat", he pte "the horns of the bison". 
There are severa 1 classifications of possessed noun themes: 
alienable, inalienable and 
9.1 A lienable. The 
or giving away the possessed item: cotaka hoksina 
9. 2 Ina liena bIe, The possessor cannot rid self of the 
item the exception of a napa hoksina shand", 
9.3 Kinship. These use the special affixes: ku, takaku "his 
father-in-law": tku, sukatku hoksina "boy's brother; eu, taw~c1,l 

"his ,¥ife". 
10.0 Locatives are formed by affixing syntactic particles: ta "on", 

makata "on earth"; taha "from", maktaha "fromthe 
and the independent preposition mahen "into", timahen "into 

the house", 
11. 0 Nouns of address appear only in kinship themes and are different 

morphs from those of the other cases: ate nowawo "Father, 
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mi atkuku nowa "My father is 
walk"; mitake manl "My sister is 

"Mother, he huku he wad 
12. 0 Pronomina 1 themes are 

me. 
13. 0 The absolute falls into 

Class I: 

13. 2 Class il: 
"it"; ukis "1 .. 
!I'tbemu

,. 

o The 

two 

take maniwo "Sister. 
hina wadwo 

"The mother is 

sica "bad", sapa "bhlck", haska "tan", 

adjectives are divided into two 

16.0 Pronominal adjectives are of two chlsses: and demonstta-

17.0 The divided into H"''''~''::'','-

18.0 separa te and 
18.1 

20. Demonstta dve 
and after the nominal t.l-Jeme 

hena 
kaki 

neis ne "This is he" cene 
he mitawa "Those are my 

is the one". 
21. 0 The same form of theme is used for all 

22. 

ever, as in noun themes, there are three forms of 

nina is 

the process of 
in nominal themes: 

is formed 
form: aka taka 

aka sapa "more black" "blacker". 
23. 0 one object with another, the 

noun or pronoun with which 
"He is taller than r'. 

24.0 The is formed 
ka peha "the most", ne koska ne 
of the boy s"; nina "very", nina texis! 
ninaxca "very very", n!naxca huk!s 

"its" ukitawa "our" " slowest". 

18. :2 "hers", "its; 

); "their": 
niye nitawa "your very own house". 

I 9. 0 Dependent fall into three divisions: property, parts of 
body, and relation. 
19. 1 Propeny: mita "my"; nita "thy": ta "his", "her", "its"; 
ukita "our" ); ukita - pi "our"; nita-pi "your"; ta-pi 
"their": mitasukataka "my horse". 
19. 2 Parts of ma 
u "our" (s. incl.); 'tour"; (pI.): - "their": 
nipogepi nose". 
19.3 Rehltion: m! "my": ni "your"; -ku, -cu, -tku "his", 
"her", "its"; uki "our": uki-pi "our" (pI.); nl-pi "your" ); -kupi. 

-cupi, "theit': micuksi daughter!" 

£t 
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THE GENITIVE IN THE GERMAN LANGUAGE -- A survey of ten thousand 
words from each of four texts from the Middle German, Early 

Classical, and Modern periods, 
Associate Professor of German. of North 

frequently, when the case is discussed in Ger-
and syntaxes, the statement is made that the use of this case 

the of the in ... ""'"",,. 
This paper is an attempt on a small scale to a statistical 

'Ph~~m:)ml~ll(m from Middle German down to the present. 
words were examined from four different 

1. Middle German -- Hartmann von A ue: frec 
-- the first :2000 lines. 

2. New German -- Hahs Sachs: 
-- fourteen of them. ,...,;..;;.....;.;.;.....;. 

3. Classical German -- C. M. Wieland: Oberon (17 80) --
Cantos I, II, and m in part. -

4, Modern German -- von Hofmannstha 1: ~::..!!!C;!!!::::!! 
2.=:.~~:'!! (1899) -- the entire play. 

texts are i.n verse, which maintains at least one factor 
table below gives a statistical break-down of the results. 

constant. 

It will be noticed that the modem total occurrence of the geni
at the bottom of the table) is less than half that of the MHG (95 to 

Sachs and Wieland, on the other hand. do not conform to a theory of 
decline on the genitive, without resurgences. The more recent of 

Wieland, has considerably more instances of the use of this case 
This might be looked upon in at ieast two ways. One would 

be to conclude that the genitive was used more frequently in the 
18th than in the 16th Century. Much more extensive sampling would be need-

to prove or disprove this possibility. But another approach suggests itself 
in view of the nature of the two writers involved. On the one hand. we have 
the cobbler, Hans Sachs, with his relatively realistic reflection 

of the people; on the other, the elegant Wieland writing a 
work of art. Except with proper names, the geni.tive has tended 

to out in the language of the common people (which Sachs tended to use) 
and in the dialects, whereas it has retained much higher currency in the 
written language and in more elevated speech. But perhaps such a discussion 
of personalities is quibbling: Sachs and Wieland are. on the whole, typical 

of their ~C>,'''o~., 

different selections would 

More 
ference between 
various usages of the 
ta ble below represents 

and more conclusive is 

earlier and the two later 
The 

earlier two later writers 
dec line in the use of 

The nature 

etc. It accounts for a 
ENHG but after that this usage 

out. 

I. TABLE 
1. Hartmann 2. Sachs 3. Wieland 

a. Nouns 42 38 123 
19. 8% 81.4% 

Before 4 0 32 

After 2 6 58 
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L TABLE (Cont'd) 

1. Hartmann 2. Sachs 3. Wieland 4. Hofmannstha 1 

b. 90 41 4 
Percent 42• 2% 31• 8% 5· 4. 2% 
Different 47 26 7 3 

;;~redicate 3 
3 

18 4 
15 3 

9 9 3 
7 7 7 I" 

11 n :2 

4 3 2 

g. Prepositions ! 3 
Different 1 .2 

h. (sen) 4 7 1 

28 .2 

12 12 2 

TOTALS 212 129 151 95 

n. EXAMPLES (Numbered according to the table above: genitives 

___ .......;. rant::: the edge of the shield 
muoz ich mich bhen == I must ask for advice 

t< 
roc was a;:uener verwe ::: the coat was (of a) green color 

er de! winkel war genam:= he surveyed the corners 
e. die gazzen waren spils vol::: the streets ,,;ere full of merrymaking 
f. des abendes ::: in the evening 
g. (none) 

der berzoge Imai.n des diu hochzit so1de sin::;: Duke Imain. whose 
festival was to place 

1. mir zerinnet niht des muotes ::: courage will not leave me 

2. Sachs 

3· 

4· 

a. 
b. 
c. ::: and became -_ ....... _-
d. und was ----with the 
e. voller Weins::: full of wine 
f. 
g. 
h. 

upon a 

ich muss essen de! dein::: I must eat --..:;;,.,-
Wieland 
a. von unsrer Schar:: from none of our host 

of 

b. der Kalif, Szene sich nicht versah '" the 
who 

c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. (none 
i. vier seiner Backenzahne ::: four of his molars 

Hofmannsthal 
a. (none 
b. erbarm dieh meiner == have on me 
c. feh was ta t, ist einer Art mit demo .. "" I believe 

I did is "of one nature" with that .•• 
d. 
e. wen::: worth the trouble 
L 
g. == instead of withered branches 
h. 
i. (none) 
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SOME SLAVIC ETYMOLOGIES REVISED 
Professor and Head, 

n h,,~~,,'''', of Manitoba 
Slavic Studies, 

some respects out 
The lack of a modern Slavic dic-

however, evident in every field. One may mention also that there 
of that kind in works are either 

or in Ger-

The 
Vasmer, is an 

new solutions, some of them definitive. Machek is too 
Slawski an excellent torso 

and is,in my the best one. His work 
in a milieu of scholars of such 

As abetka may 

Polish since 
c. , Berynda, up to 1 

From the first two letters of the Ukr. alphabet.!:l:. like __ .....,;.....,; __ 
see s. v. 

-
The work on my dictionary gave me an opportunity to accept, 

revise, reject or to give several new etymOlogies of Slavic words and some of 
them are discussed in this paper. I restrict to two names Antes and 
~ and two appellatives and~_~ 

< A ntae, A ntes' (name of Eastern Slavs in Byzantine and Latin 
chronicles of 6 - 7th c.) 
The assumption of G. Vernadsky that the name is based on 
Greek'A s though "in fun accord with the laws of the 

language" his A nden! Russia 106) does not suffice 
to expla in it from Greek. A Iso Lehr-Spfawiriski s su]:,,!)ositJ[on 

der Ukra inischen SD'rac:he.Pl: 



that of the Nestor of Slavic 
than 

terra is "ab, eo 
or - in 
very little and the consonants 
method be 

"est modus sunt cert! 

and eagerness, is also know in the 
~",----:.. 

remember well that my student time at the 
of L viv such were very often used by students. Thus, we 

do not accept Tedesco's etymology based on meaning, since the meaning of 
can be easily connected with the and semantically deducted 

its meaning. In revising this etymology we wish not to keep pace 
with the formal data but also to revive the of the past, 
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SUMMER SCHOOL OF LINGUISTICS 

Edmonton. Alberta, '-"'u"""'" 

'_dU<H"a Council, 140 Street, 
non-Canadians should direct their 

to the American Council of Learned Societies, 
17, N. Y. Because of final dates for 

advised to request additiona1 information as soon 

limited number of small grants, some eSt,eC:la 

courses, w111 be made available by the Canadian lJU.');UL ... ' • .., 

Associa tion to students in full programs in and 
should be directed to Dr. M. H. Scargill, Chairman, Committee 

on A wards and Grants, Canadian Linguistic Association, of Alberta, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada; the latter must be received by March 1, 1962. 

A bulletin giving full details concerni.ng the Summer 
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School of Linguistics will be available soon. In the meantime, 
should be directed to Dr. Ernest Reinhold, Director, Summer 

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 


